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The behavior of energetic ions is fundamentally important in the study of fusion plasmas. While

well-studied in tokamak, spherical torus, and stellarator plasmas, relatively little is known in

reversed field pinch plasmas about the dynamics of fast ions and the effects they cause as a large

population. These studies are now underway in the Madison Symmetric Torus with an intense

25 keV, 1 MW hydrogen neutral beam injector (NBI). Measurements of the time-resolved fast ion

distribution via a high energy neutral particle analyzer, as well as beam-target neutron flux (when

NBI fuel is doped with 3–5% D2) both demonstrate that at low concentration the fast ion

population is consistent with classical slowing of the fast ions, negligible cross-field transport, and

charge exchange as the dominant ion loss mechanism. A significant population of fast ions

develops; simulations predict a super-Alfv�enic ion density of up to 25% of the electron density

with both a significant velocity space gradient and a sharp radial density gradient. There are several

effects on the background plasma including enhanced toroidal rotation, electron heating, and an

altered current density profile. The abundant fast particles affect the plasma stability. Fast ions at

the island of the core-most resonant tearing mode have a stabilizing effect, and up to 60%

reduction in the magnetic fluctuation amplitude is observed during NBI. The sharp reduction in

amplitude, however, has little effect on the underlying magnetic island structure. Simultaneously,

beam driven instabilities are observed as repetitive �50 ls bursts which coincide with fast particle

redistribution; data indicate a saturated core fast ion density well below purely classical

predictions. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801749]

INTRODUCTION

The envisioned burning plasma experiment, regardless

of magnetic concept, relies on sufficient confinement of the

charged fusion product for plasma self heating. As such, the

confinement of fast ions and their impact on the bulk plasma

are crucial issues.

A tremendous body of work demonstrates that fast ions

in a tokamak plasma (born from fusion reactions, ICRF, or

NBI) are generally well confined and thermalize via classical

Coulomb collisions. However, a sufficiently intense fast ion

population can excite collective instabilities that can lead to

resonant fast ion transport.1

A new body of work on the effects of a large fast ion

population in the reversed field pinch (RFP) configuration

has recently been opened. Despite the RFP’s weak toroidal

field and multiple resonant tearing modes which could di-

minish fast ion confinement,2,3 NBI-born fast ions in low

concentration are observed to slow classically and have a

confinement time much larger than thermal particles.4 The

dearth of transport within the modestly stochastic magnetic

field is understood to result from the decoupling of the fast

ion orbits from the magnetic perturbations. The ions are rou-

tinely confined for up to a classical slowing time.5

In this work, we investigate the effect of a large NBI-

generated fast ion density on plasma stability in the RFP

and the resulting effect of altered stability on the fast ion

confinement. There are two observations regarding stability

in the NBI-heated RFP, one each of a stabilizing and desta-

bilizing phenomenon. First, the core-most tearing mode

undergoes a substantial reduction in amplitude during NBI.

It turns out, somewhat surprisingly, that the sharp reduction

in mode amplitude has little effect on the underlying mag-

netic island structure due to a subtle coincident equilibrium

change. There is no measurable effect on fast ion confine-

ment and only a modest (at most) effect on the thermal

confinement.

Conversely, at high fast ion densities, the onset of beam-

driven instabilities has a strong adverse effect on the

a)Paper JI2 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 57, 151 (2012).
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confinement of the fast particles. In a set of well-studied

discharges, TRANSP6 predicts both a steep velocity gradient

and spatial gradient in the fast ion density with nfi as high

as 25% of ne. Repetitive bursts of 50–200 kHz magnetic ac-

tivity (�100 ls duration) comprised of both an EPM-like

n¼ 5 and an Alfv�enic n¼ 4 mode spontaneously occur.7

Nonlinear coupling between the modes coincides with redis-

tribution of core-localized fast ions.8 Data from an experi-

mental scan of beam power indicate a saturated core fast ion

density well below the TRANSP prediction.

In a different class of discharge, where a reduced core

electron temperature leads to rapid slowing of the beam-born

ions, the measured velocity gradient is much smaller. In

these discharges, a comparatively long-lived (up to 1 ms)

chirping beam-driven mode is observed whose frequency

can decrease by a factor of two or more.

THE RFP AS A TEST BED FOR FAST ION PHYSICS

The RFP presents unique opportunities for the studies of

fast ion physics, as it is characterized by a very high current

density (relative to toroidal magnetic field strength), and

nearly all the confining field is generated by current within

the plasma. The toroidal field is weak—of the same order as

the poloidal field—as illustrated in Fig. 1(a); a typical

Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) discharge studied in this

work has total toroidal plasma current of 300 kA, a core

B/ � 0:3 T, and a poloidal magnetic field that reaches a

maximum of about 0.2 T at mid-radius. The modulus of the

magnetic field takes on a profile very different than that

found in the tokamak: the field is strongest at the magnetic

axis, and as the poloidal magnetic field is dominant beyond

mid-radius, jBj on a poloidal flux surface near the edge

undergoes only about a 10% variation from outboard to

inboard side of the machine. In contrast, a particle on an

edge flux surface in a tokamak experiences a very large

change in field strength moving from the outboard to inboard

midplane. This distinction has an effect on the particle orbits

and trapped fraction of fast ions. The resulting q profile (see

examples in Fig. 6(a)) is strongly sheared, implying strong

damping of modes in the Alfv�en continuum and has many

rational surfaces where long wavelength m ¼ 1; n � 5 tear-

ing modes are resonant. A substantial overlap of magnetic

islands can occur and as such, the magnetic field in the RFP

is typically stochastic. Indeed, thermal confinement in the

standard RFP is governed by Rechester-Rosenbluth-like

transport.9 Nested magnetic surfaces can be restored in two

known ways. The first technique substantially reduces tear-

ing mode amplitudes by modification of the current profile

and leads to an axisymmetric configuration with tokamak-

like bulk confinement.10 The second technique is a transition

to a single helicity state: the amplitude of the core-most mag-

netic mode grows rapidly as the amplitudes of secondary

modes are suppressed.11 This so-called Single Helicity Axis

state (SHAx) has a helical (as opposed to axisymmetric)

core, surrounded by good magnetic surfaces and is often

accompanied by an improved confinement state.12

A neutral beam injector optimized for MST is now rou-

tinely used to study fast ion physics in the RFP. The MST13

(R/a¼ 1.5 m/0.52 m) operates with a plasma current between

200 and 600 kA, a line averaged electron and deuteron den-

sity typically less than 2� 1013 cm�3 and a core electron

temperature of 200–2000 eV. The NBI operates at accelerat-

ing energy 25 kV with up to 1 MW of neutral power deliv-

ered to the plasma for a pulse of up to 20 ms—a sufficient

duration as it is a substantial fraction of the MST pulse, sev-

eral times the typical se; sp of thermal particles and on the

order of the classical slowing time for the discharges of pri-

mary interest in this work. The beam is compact, as shown

in the scale drawing Fig. 1(b), which also illustrates the tan-

gential trajectory of the incident neutrals. The radius of tan-

gency is R¼ 1.41 m, slightly inboard of the magnetic axis.

The beam is geometrically focused for accessing the MST

plasma through an 11 cm diameter port (kept small as it is

important to minimize disturbances in the close-fitting con-

ducting shell on the MST) and boasts a high full energy

component of around 86%. The beam fuel is mainly hydro-

gen with a small fraction (3%–5%) of deuterium for moni-

toring fast ion content via beam-target fusion neutrons;

beam operation adds only a negligible amount of fuel to

the MST discharge. For the typical discharges studied in

this work, the fast hydrogen particles are slightly super-

Alfv�enic (vjj;H � 1:25vA) and have substantial Larmor radii

qf � :04 m or qf=a � 0:1.

FIG. 1. (a) Magnetic surfaces and profiles in the RFP, (b) a scale drawing of

the 25 kV, 1 MW tangential NBI on MST, (c) a top view of MST indicating

the relative location of the NBI and neutral particle analyzer.
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The key diagnostics in this work measure edge and in-

ternal magnetic fluctuations, and the fast particle content by

neutral particle analysis and a fusion neutron detector. A tor-

oidally distributed array of 64 Mirnov coils located on the

inside surface of the MST vessel, just outside the last closed

flux surface, measures the toroidal and poloidal components

of boundary field fluctuations. Tearing modes are the most

prevalent perturbations, measured between 10 and 30 kHz,

while higher frequency activity (50–300 kHz) is measurable

during NBI. Edge magnetics correlate with core localized

magnetic perturbations measured with a FIR polarimeter.14

A high energy advanced neutral particle analyzer (ANPA)15

is located on a tangential viewing chord and measures a con-

volution of core-localized high pitch ions and mid-radius-to-

edge fast ions with higher v? due to line-of-sight considera-

tions.16 Figure 1(c) is a top view of the MST showing the rel-

ative position of the NBI and the ANPA; the line of sight

does not intersect the neutral beam and as such the measured

signal is provided by passive charge exchange. The energy

resolution is about 3 kV per channel and the range extends

beyond the beam injection energy.17 A typical measurement

of the NBI-generated fast ion dynamics is in Fig. 2. This

class of discharges, with plasma current of 300 kA and a

magnetic boundary condition of q(a)¼ 0, is referred to sev-

eral times in the analyses below. In Fig. 2(a), the plasma cur-

rent and neutral beam injection pulse are plotted. The small

concentration of deuterium in the beam fuel leads to a meas-

urable beam-target neutron flux during (and after) NBI (Fig.

2(b)). The measured fast ion distribution (by neutral particle

analysis) is depicted in the color contour plot (Fig. 2(c)) with

logarithmic color scale. The fast ion content is extracted

from the measured NPA signal by normalizing by the time

varying neutral density level, as measured by an array of Da

detectors. There is a clear peak in the energy distribution at

the injected 25 keV, and a second faint peak near the half-

energy component. The fast ion population develops quickly,

reaching its maximum within a few ms following the start of

NBI, and the particles slow classically following the end of

the NBI pulse. Figures 2(d) and 2(e) are typical electron

density and temperature profiles, measured at 26 ms into the

discharge. Coupled with the TRANSP prediction of core-

localized, high pitch fast ions (Fig. 4), estimates of the back-

ground neutral density profile, and computations of particle

re-ionization along the ANPA line of sight, it is deduced that

the ANPA is primarily sampling core-localized high pitch

ions. While not absolutely calibrated, the ANPA measure-

ment is an oft-utilized qualitative indicator of the core local-

ized, high pitch fast particle content.

CONFINEMENT OF BEAM-INJECTED FAST
IONS IN THE RFP

The confinement of fast ions is relatively insensitive to

the stochastic field of the RFP. This is understood through

computation of fast particle orbits within the turbulent field

and inspection of guiding center islands, which differ signifi-

cantly from magnetic islands.5 The fast ion energy loss rate

is consistent with classical slowing (time scale typically

20 ms) and the fast ion particle confinement time is much

larger than that of thermal particles.

The decay of neutron flux after turn-off of a short beam

pulse (the beam-blip technique18), is used to infer the

confinement of the fast particles, sf i. The details of the sf i

measurement over a range of stochasticity (and hence colli-

sionality, by the strong effect on electron temperature) is

presented in Ref. 4. It is important to note that the beam

blip technique keeps the total fast ion content small, and the

possible effects of a large fast ion population are not impor-

tant. Over a large range of MST operating space, the con-

finement of fast particles is much better than thermal, and

(within the sizable error bars of a neutral density measure-

ment) consistent with charge exchange as the primary loss

mechanism. In standard-stochasticity level discharges, the

electron energy and particle confinement is of order 1 ms,

while the fast ion particle confinement can be 10–20 ms.

The trend continues into the low stochasticity axisymmetric

limit, where thermal confinement times can increase to

5–10 ms and the fast ion confinement time is routinely

greater than 30 ms.

FIG. 2. Example of the measured fast ion dynamics during NBI. (a) The

time trace of a typical 300 kA plasma current discharge with timing of the

neutral beam injection. (b) The neutron flux is an indicator of the volume-

averaged fast particle content (of the small fraction of deuterium beam fuel),

while panel (c) is a color contour depiction of the measured core-localized

parallel fast hydrogen distribution, by normalizing the NPA signals by back-

ground neutral density strength versus time. Panels (d) and (e) are typical ra-

dial electron density and temperature profiles as measured at 26 ms into the

discharge.
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Figure 3 is a demonstration of the classical slowing of

fast hydrogen particles within the plasma. The measured dis-

tribution during NB injection is shaded to guide the eye to

the 15 ms following beam turn-off. The signal from each of

the four highest energy channels is plotted versus time in the

expanded view. At the time that the source is turned off,

there is an abundance of particles at the beam injection

energy; for well-confined particles, there is an expected shift

in peak signal to successively lower energy channels. The

vertical dashed lines indicate timing of peaks in each of the

next four lower energy channels expected for classical slow-

ing at a ssl ¼ 12:5 ms, taking into account the finite energy

width and response of the NPA. There is clear agreement

with the timing of the measured signals.

While the measurements are consistent with energy loss

times predicted by classical slowing alone, it is difficult to

compute a fast particle confinement time in this analysis.

The TRANSP-modeled fast ion population is core-

localized with a high pitch (vjj=jvj). A typical example of

TRANSP output for an MST discharge with line average

electron density of about 1� 1013 cm�3 is in Fig. 4. Figure

4(a) is a plot of the fast particle density versus time and ra-

dius; the velocity-integrated fast ion density ramps up for the

20 ms duration of the injection and is maximum in the core.

TRANSP routinely predicts a peak nf i=ne � 0:15 and for cer-

tain conditions can predict nf i=ne � 0:25. Figure 4(b) is a

contour plot of the fast ion distribution versus energy and

pitch at a single time slice midway through beam injection,

demonstrating the fast ions are strongly aligned with the

magnetic field (vjj=jvj� 0:8) and the predominantly passing

particles are above the Alfv�en speed of the background

plasma, with a typical vjj;H � 1:25vA.

EFFECTS OF A LARGE FAST ION POPULATION IN
THE RFP

As the beam-born particles are much better confined

than the bulk, a substantial population of fast ions develops

during NBI and affects the background plasma in several

ways. There is a strong toroidal torque applied to the plasma

and an accompanying strong effect on the rotation. In the

low stochasticity limit (when the thermal energy confine-

ment time becomes a significant fraction of the fast ion

energy slowing time), there is an expected and observed

modest heating of the bulk plasma.19 There is also a measur-

able change to the equilibrium current density profile, con-

sistent in direction with a small parallel beam-driven current,

but the interpretation is complicated by simultaneous

changes to core localized magnetic fluctuations which may

suppress inductively driven current. The fast ions have both

a stabilizing and destabilizing effect on the plasma.

Suppression of core tearing mode by NBI

The core-most tearing mode is suppressed by NBI over

a wide range of equilibria in MST. Figure 5 is a particularly

clean example of the core mode suppression. Here, several

discharges with and without NBI are averaged to reduce sta-

tistical noise. In this case of lower plasma current,

Ip¼ 200 kA (Fig. 5(a)), and a line-averaged density of about

0:7� 1013 cm�3 (Fig. 5(b)), the n¼ 5 tearing mode is

FIG. 3. Expanded view of fast hydrogen behavior following beam turn-off.

With zero source, the fast hydrogen particles slow classically as the vertical

dashed lines are the expected times of peak signals in each of the next four

lower energy channels for classical slowing at ssl ¼ 12:5 ms.

FIG. 4. TRANSP prediction of fast ion distribu-

tion in MST. In plot (a), the fast ion density in

MST is core-peaked and ramps up for the 20 ms

injection. Plot (b) shows the predicted distribu-

tion midway through the beam injection period;

the ions are predominantly high pitch and

peaked near the beam injection energy.
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resonant near the core as qð0Þ � 0:2. Its amplitude is plotted

with and without NBI in Fig. 5(c)), and a suppression factor

is defined in Fig. 5(d) as the change in edge-measured fluctu-

ation amplitude normalized to the non-NBI discharge value,

around 60% in this example.

While the core-most mode is strongly suppressed, the

outer modes are relatively unaffected. Figure 6(a) shows q

profiles from two distinct MST equilibria. Plotted in red is

the q profile from a q(a)¼ 0 discharge; a second q profile

from a deeply reversed discharge is plotted in blue. In the

case of q(a)¼ 0, the mode suppression factor is plotted in

red for each resonant toroidal mode number 5 � n � 15 in

Fig. 6(b). For the deeply reversed case, the n¼ 5 mode is not

resonant—a maximum value of q(0) is less than the requisite

1/5—placing the n¼ 6 mode closest to the plasma core. The

mode suppression factors for the 6 � n � 15 modes in the

deeply reversed discharge are plotted in blue. In both cases,

the core-most resonant mode is strongly suppressed by NBI,

while the modes resonant at larger radii are unaffected: the

suppression factor uncertainty (a computed standard devia-

tion over the averaging window) overlaps zero for all sec-

ondary modes. Limited experiments with neutral beam

counter-injection into 300 kA discharges have been per-

formed with no measurable effect on tearing mode ampli-

tudes, however, counter-injected fast ions are not as well

confined in MST.4 Tearing suppression relies on a large pop-

ulation of fast ions at the mode resonant surface; the fast

ions again are apparently core localized.

Stabilization (albeit partial) of the tearing modes should

come as no surprise, as there are many observations of fast

ions having a stabilizing influence on sawteeth in tokamaks

(see Ref. 20 and references therein). The physical picture of

circulating (as opposed to trapped) fast ions suppressing tear-

ing modes21 is quite applicable here, and the differing effects

on tearing of co- versus counter-injected fast ions have been

investigated.22 Work has also been conducted specifically

for the RFP where finite Larmor radius effects are more pro-

nounced;23 more recent analytical work points to a gradient

in fast ion density playing a key role.24

In pursuit of systematic study of the fast ion confinement

in the RFP, we investigate the possible feedback of reduced

core tearing activity on the confinement of the fast ions.

Earlier results5 show that confinement is only weakly

affected by standard levels of stochasticity, which suggests

the effect will be weak. This in fact turns out to be true, but

with a somewhat surprising result: due to a coincident

change in the equilibrium, the strong reduction of the core

mode amplitude has very little effect on the island width and

overall stochasticity. The NB-injected discharges experience

a small but measurable peaking in the parallel current den-

sity profile, and the on-axis value of the safety factor drops

as shown in Fig. 7. Equilibrium reconstructions of both NBI

and non-NBI 300 kA discharges with boundary value of

q(a)¼ 0 show the change in q profile. The black curve is the

q profile of the non-NBI discharge, while the NB injected

case is shown in red. Each analysis was performed at a time

near t¼ 25 ms; there is a substantial uncertainty in the actual

value of q at the core, but the subtle motion of the q¼ 1/5

surface is confirmed by fluctuation analysis of Ampere’s law

FIG. 5. NBI-induced suppression of the core-most (n¼ 5 in this case) tear-

ing mode. Panel (a) is the plasma current and NB injection versus time, (b)

is the line-averaged electron density and neutron flux versus time, and panel

(c) is the measure of the magnetic fluctuation amplitude of the core-most

tearing mode with and without NBI. Also defined (d) is the mode suppres-

sion factor, used as a proxy of core fast ion content.

FIG. 6. For two distinct equilibria, the NBI has a stabilizing influence on the

core-most tearing mode while the secondary modes are unaffected. In these

two examples, q profiles plotted in (a) are separated by a strong variation in

the q(a) boundary condition. Reduction of the core-most resonant modes (b)

is observed at different toroidal mode numbers, n in each case; modes reso-

nant at larger radius are unaffected.
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using a multi-chord polarimeter. The magnetic field pertur-

bation associated with the n¼ 5 tearing mode clearly moves

radially inward through the line of sight of one of the

vertically-viewing chords. This places the resonant surface

in a region with lower magnetic shear. The island width of

the m¼ 1 mode is calculated25 as w ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~br

Bh

r
nq0

q
, and even

considering a 50% reduction in mode amplitude, the island

width is not significantly altered. These widths are included

for both cases in Fig. 7.

The slight inward shift of the q¼ 1/5 surface does not alter

the underlying stochasticity of the plasma, as the Rechester-

Rosenbluth-defined island overlap parameter remains well into

the stochastic regime.26 No observable change in fast ion or

thermal confinement results from the suppression of only the

core-most tearing mode.

Beam driven instabilities

Recently published work7 reports multiple beam driven

instabilities in 300 kA q(a)¼ 0 discharges described above.

In these discharges, with a strong measured velocity gradient

in fast ion distribution (Fig. 2), there are a pair of modes that

occur in coincident bursts (of about 50 ls duration). An

EPM-like n¼ 5 mode is immediately followed by an n¼ 4

Alfv�enic mode. The categorization of the bursting magnetic

activity is made by monitoring the mode frequency with a

scan of fast ion speed (by NBI energy) and by scanning the

bulk Alfv�en speed (by varying the density, majority ion mass

and magnetic field strength). These studies show the precur-

sory n¼ 5 mode frequency is proportional to the speed of the

fast ions, and the frequency of the n¼ 4 mode is strongly

related to the bulk Alfv�en speed. The measured frequency of

the Alfv�enic mode is below the predicted TAE gap, and it is

a matter of ongoing computation to determine if the modes

are excited in a different gap (e.g., BAE or BAAE), or are

strongly driven continuum modes.

The internal magnetic mode structure of the bursting

EPM-like mode has been measured by FIR polarimetry. In a

related analysis, nonlinear coupling between the EPM-like

and AE-like modes is observed, including an appropriate

wavenumber and frequency addition rule and strong bicoher-

ence. Additionally, the coupling between the beam driven

modes coincides with fast particle redistribution: a signifi-

cant drop in the NPA measurement of core-localized 25 keV

hydrogen ions is apparent with a fast analysis. Hundreds of

similar bursts are averaged together to obtain a sufficient sig-

nal-to-noise ratio at time resolution of 10 ls.8 These results

are consistent with the previously discovered physics in

other devices as reported, for example, in Refs. 27–29.

While MST is well diagnosed for measurements of fast

internal fluctuations, the fast ion and fast ion loss diagnostics

are currently limited. However, an experimental knob that has

proven quite useful with the available diagnostics is a scan of

the injected neutral beam power. In the analysis shown in Fig.

8, two sets of discharges are averaged together to expose the

effect of beam power. In red, the beam power (Fig. 8(a)), neu-

tron flux (Fig. 8(d)), core ANPA full energy channel (Fig.

8(e)), and n¼ 5 tearing mode suppression factor (Fig. 8(f))

are plotted for full beam power, and their reduced-power

counterparts are plotted in green. Additionally, a spectrogram

of the beam-driven instability is plotted for each case (Figs.

8(b) and 8(c)). The spectrograms clearly show a delayed onset

of the beam-driven mode at reduced power, consistent with a

finite fast ion accumulation time. The discharges appear to

reach a saturated fast hydrogen density at less than full beam

power and increased NB power strongly enhances the beam-

FIG. 7. q profiles of NBI (red) and non-NBI (black) discharges at 300 kA

and q(a)¼ 0. The island width for each case is included (offset minimally

from 0.2 in each curve for clarity). Also plotted is a typical fast ion gyro-

orbit (blue) for a 25 keV vjj=jvj ¼ 0:8 fast hydrogen ion, indicating the gyro

motion is of the same length scale as the island width.

FIG. 8. Two ensembles of discharges with full beam power (1 MW red) and

reduced beam power, (0.6 MW green). In panel (a), the two different beam

injection conditions are plotted versus time. The high frequency magnetic

activity associated with beam-driven instabilities are plotted for the 1MW

injection case (b), and the reduced power case (c). Panel (d) is the fusion

neutron flux (a proxy for the volume averaged fast deuterium content) versus

time for the two cases; while panel (e) is the ANPA measure of core-

localized, high pitch fast hydrogen particles. A measure of the fast-ion

induced suppression of the core-most tearing mode is plotted for each case

in panel (f).
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driven mode, similar to observations in some tokamak dis-

charges.30 Noting that the beam fuel is mostly hydrogen with

about 5% deuterium, the neutron flux for each case (plotted in

the fourth panel) is indicative of a small concentration of fast

particles (up to about 1% of the core electron density), while

TRANSP would predict a fast hydrogen density approaching

20% of neð0Þ. The 22 kV ANPA signal is a measure of the

core-localized, parallel, full energy fast hydrogen content,

and the difference in the time dependence of these pairs of

signals provide evidence of significantly different behavior.

The neutron flux in each case, following an initial rapid rise,

continues to rise slowly and attain a value proportional to the

source (beam power). While the neutron detector currently

lacks an absolute calibration, applying a single factor to the

measurement can make both curves match TRANSP predic-

tions (plotted as solid lines) except for some subtle time

dependence. The ANPA signals lead to a very different con-

clusion on fast hydrogen content, as the signals for both

source rates asymptote to the same value, while classical con-

siderations alone (e.g., TRANSP) predict a ratio equal to the

ratio of particle source. The lower power case follows a lon-

ger timescale to reach saturation. In Fig. (8(f)), the n¼ 5

mode suppression factor is plotted for each case. Again, the

full power injection indicates an earlier-developed strong con-

centration of fast ions, but the two achieve the same value

later in time. The equalization of signals from the different

source rates coincides with the onset of the beam driven insta-

bilities. In this experiment, it is concluded that the core fast H

content is limited to �60% of the TRANSP prediction by fast

particle redistribution via beam driven instabilities.

Observation of a beam-driven chirping instability

The previously described beam driven instabilities have

been studied well enough to identify nonlinear coupling and

fast particle redistribution, and they occur in a plasma with a

strong measured velocity gradient (as in Fig. 2). A different

flavor of bursting mode is observed when the velocity gradient

is mitigated—at lower electron temperature (Teð0Þ � 180 eV,

by operating at lower plasma current), the classical slowing of

the beam-born ions is reduced to about 10 ms—shorter than

the duration of the beam. Figure 9 shows a spectrogram of the

n¼ 4 high frequency mode activity. In contrast to the previ-

ously discussed beam-driven modes with lifetimes �100 ls,

the n¼ 4 activity in this discharge also includes several long-

lived chirping modes. The frequency whistles down by a fac-

tor of two over the comparatively long lifetime of about 1 ms.

The fast particle transport associated with this mode is yet to

be investigated, and this serves as a reminder that the explora-

tion of fast ion physics in the reversed field pinch configura-

tion is only in its infancy.

SUMMARY

A tangential 1 MW neutral beam injector is enabling

studies of the physics of fast ions in the RFP. At low fast par-

ticle concentrations, achieved by beam blip experiments, the

confinement of fast ions is consistent with classical slowing

and transport, even in a stochastic magnetic field. In fact, the

underlying stochasticity has very little effect on the fast ion

confinement.

With long (�10 ms) injection periods, the fast ion con-

finement is sufficient to develop a significant fast ion popula-

tion. There are several effects on the bulk plasma, including

enhanced rotation, electron heating (in the low stochasticity

limit), and a change to the current density profile. The stabil-

ity of the plasma is altered by NBI, in both stabilizing and

destabilizing manners, and the effect on the fast ion confine-

ment has been investigated. There is a strong stabilizing

influence on the core-most tearing mode and little effect on

secondary modes resonant at larger radii. This effect is

robust across a wide range of the available equilibria.

However, due to a subtle NBI-induced equilibrium change,

the up-to 60% reduction of the largest tearing mode does not

significantly reduce the core island width or affect the overall

stochasticity. As such, there is no observable effect on the

fast ion confinement.

In stark contrast, however, the NBI’s destabilizing influ-

ence has a very strong effect on fast ion confinement. NB

injection into standard RFP plasmas with a boundary condi-

tion of q(a)¼ 0 leads to simultaneous EPM-like and

Alfv�enic beam driven instabilities. These modes redistribute

core-localized fast ions and lead to a saturation of the core

fast ion density. In experiments to date, it is possible to con-

clude that the actual core fast ion density is less than 60% of

the perfectly classical TRANSP prediction. The frequency

characteristics and duration of the bursting beam driven

instabilities are sensitive to the background plasma condi-

tions, and a long-lived chirping mode is observed with lower

core electron temperature. There remain many unexplained

observations, and the study of fast ion behavior in the RFP

will be rich with physics for the foreseeable future.
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FIG. 9. The n¼ 4 beam driven instability, measured by edge Mirnov coils,

exhibits a long-lived distinct chirping feature, where the frequency can drop

by more than a factor of two over the course of about 1 ms.
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